
Ocelot Endangerment

I chose the ocelot as my endangered species because they have some interesting facts. For
example, they have strong eyesight, and hearing, they are nocturnal and they are picky eaters.

Ocelots are endangered because they lost of habitats and people are hunting for fur and pet
trade. They are important to the ecosystem because they keep everything in check. It helps
because keeps the small animals and bird population at a healthy level and keeps everything at
a healthy and safe level.

Ocelots have very great eyesight and hearing. They have the power to see things that people
won't be able to in the wild. They are able to hear things that people won't be able to, but people
are ruining their lives. People are hunting them because of how the ocelots hunt during the
night. They are nocturnal which means they hunt at night. They used to go swimming to go hunt
for fish or they climbed to catch birds. People like how they look and want to make them into
clothing or rugs. People describe them as medium-sized spotted cats with beautiful fur and
eyes.

Ocelot only eats small animals but the number of food is decreasing because of humans.
People are growing in numbers and making houses out of the land that the small animals use
for their homes. Because of the food that is decreasing Ocelots are left without food and they
are not able to consume anything. Another thing is that ocelots are really delicate with their
meals, it is proven that ocelots remove fur and feathers from their prey before they eat it.

The ocelot will possibly become extinct in the future because of our actions. People need to
learn how to take care of these animals and the environment that is around us for the animals
that are also impacted. We need to come together to protect the animals for future generations.


